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MeV ion scattering, in combination with channeling, provides 
a quantitative non-destructive method for determining the 
stoichiometry of amorphous layers on semiconductors and the 
reconstruction of the single crystal substrate. The interpre-
tation and sensitivity of the technique depend on proper 
knowledge of the ion beam flux distribution and the thermal 
displacements of the atoms in the unreconstructed monolayers 
of the single crystal surface. We describe measurements of 
the scattering intensity from thin ("-'0.5 f.lm) Si crystals with 
thin oxides. The ion beam flux distribution is modified in 
channeling through such thin crystals so that the beam at the 
exit surface scatters primarily from atoms with large dis-
placements from the atomic strings. The scattering spectrum 
from the beam exit side therefore displays a peak which 
represents only those channeled ions which have scattered 
from Si atoms in the oxide and from sufficiently displaced 
atoms in the reconstructed layers of the substrate. The in-
tensity of this peak indicates that the native oxide is stoi-
chiometric to within a few monolayers of the substrate, con-
firming the sharp interface previously reported. 1 New in-
formation on the reconstruction at the Si interface is extracted 
and indicates that no more than two monolayers of Si are 
displaced substantially from their "bulk" positions. Possibilities 
for studies of metal-Si interfaces will also be discussed. 
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